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What is DataWorks? 

A work development program
A platform for engaged research

DataWorks recruits people from under-resourced neighborhoods and 
underrepresented groups in computing to train and employ as data wranglers.
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Supported by Constellations Center for Equity in Computing 
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Research Themes

How can we broaden participation in computing as work?

What tools are needed to scaffold entry-level data work?

How can contextual experience be of value to data work? 

How can we use the university as a platform for equity & inclusion?











What Are We Learning?

Computing as work requires infrastructure as much as skill, that
infrastructure is unevenly distributed

Tools are needed to support developing critical data 
literacy in place

Developing a vernacular approach to understanding data is
key to developing work capacity



data work ≠ data science 



What’s the labor that 
makes data science 
possible? And how do we 
support that labor so it is 
fair and inclusive?
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